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Analysis and Design of Dispersive Interdigital

Surface-Wave Transducers

W. RICHARD SMITH, HENRY M. GERARD, AND WILLIAM R. JONES, SEN1OR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract—A comprehensive circuit model characterization of

dispersive interdigital transducers with nonuniform electrode spac-

ing is presented. The model is an extension of a three-port circuit

which has been useful for representing periodic transducers. The

extended model includes the effects of strong piezoelectric coupling

whereby the acoustic waves and electric circuits interact, and it also

accounts for reflections of acoustic waves which result from per-

turbations of the crystal surface by the metal electrodes. The inclu-

sion of the latter effect is shown to be essential for explaining ob-

served levels of triple-transit ethos in filters and delay lines. The

circuit model is used to derive a transducer design procedure which

determines the electrode positions and the anodization function

(acoustic aperture taper) required to reproduce a desired waveform.

Thk+ procedure is applicable to the design of weighted dispersive fil-

ters and broad-band nondispersive delay lines. In order to verify

the theory a low-loss octave-bandwidth nondispersive delay line was

designed using linear FM dispersive transducers on YZ LiNbOj.

The performance of this device was found to be in good agreement

with the circuit model predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION

A

COUSTI C WAVES propagating on the surface of a

piezoelectric crystal provide a convenient means

of implementing delay lines and filters at fre-

quencies ranging from several megahertz to several

hundred megahertz. In addition to the considerations

of low propagation loss and microminiature dimensions

which are basic to most acoustic devices, the surface-
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Fig. 1.

wave mode has

Electrode configuration in a disper-
sive interdigital transducer.

the important advantage of providing

continuous access to the propagating acoustic wave.

This aspect of surface-wave delay lines has received con-

siderable attention recently, particularly in connection

with the synthesis of dispersive filters [1 ]– [6 ].

In order to realize the full potential of surface waves

in filter and delay-line applications, it is necessary that

the design of these devices be based on a model that

accounts for all significant interactions among the elec-

troacoustic transducer, the external electric circuit, and

the acoustic waves propagating on the piezoelectric sub-

strate. This paper extends a widely used circuit model

for periodic (nondispersive) transducers to characterize

(dispersive) transducers with nonuniformly spaced elec-

trodes (see Fig. 1). The primary objectives of this work

are to present the circuit model results in closed form

wherever possible as a guide to dispersive transducer

design, and to justify the use of this model by experi-

mental verification.
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The circuit model includes the electroacoustic inter-

actions between the acoustic and electrical loading cir-

cuits. The analysis shows explicitly how these interac-

tions determine the transducer response. It is demon-

strated further that under certain conditions the results

of this general circuit model reduce to those predicted

by weak coupling theories which ignore electroacoustic

interactions.

Emphasis is placed upon the linear FM transducer as

applied to the design of broad-band nondispersive delay

lines and highly dispersive filters. It is often desirable in

these devices to implement spectral weighting by means

of anodization, i.e., acoustic aperture weighting. Ano-

dization is introduced in the circuit model and an expres-

sion is derived which determines the apodization law

that is necessary to achieve a specified weighting. This

result is applied to the design of a low-loss nondispersive

delay line having a rectangular transfer function cov-

ering an octave bandwidth. The performance of this

device, which is substantially as predicted, represents a

significant advance in the state of the art of broad-band

acoustic delay lines as well as a nontrivial validation of

the circuit model design equations.

The circuit model is generalized to include an acoustic

wave impedance difference between the electrode and

nonelectroded regions. The primary manifestations of

this electrode “loading” on the dispersive transducer are

to introduce acoustic directivity and to increase the

magnitude of the acoustic reflection coefficients. A value

for the “loading” parameter is postulated on the basis

of the electrode shorting effect which gives excellent

agreement with measurement for aluminum on YZ

lithium niobate. The analysis is applied to the particu-

larly interesting case of a highly dispersive filter with a

time-bandwidth product of 1000. The computed results

indicate that electrode ‘(loading” can lead to strong

acoustic reflections in devices with a large number of

electrodes, particularly when high-coupling piezoelectric

substrates are used.

This investigation augments recent theoretical and

experimental studies of dispersive interdigital trans-

ducers [1]. Tancrell and Holland discuss dispersive

transducer theory based on a weak-coupling ‘[delta-

function” model and provide evidence that some phe-

nomena of transducer performance are not accounted

for by such a model. They also show that most of the

electroacoustic interaction phenomena can be predicted

with a more detailed circuit model similar to the one

presented in this paper. The authors, however, do not

actually employ the detailed circuit model to refine

transducer design.

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL

In order to obtain an equivalent circuit model for dis-

persive arrays we extend the “crossed-field” model for

periodic transducers [7]. As discussed in [7], the sur-

face-wave transducer configuration of Fig. 2(a) is

approximated by the “crossed-field model” shown in

I (.1 I
X3

I + I

Fig. 2. Crossed-field model approximation for surface waves.
(a) Side view of unit cell of interdigital transducer, showing elec-
trode and gap dimensions. (b) Crossed-field model for unit cell
(one electrode).
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Fig. 3. Mason equivalent circuit for the crossed-field
model of a single-electrode section,

Fig. 2(b). It should be noted that [7] also contains an

alternate ([iin-line”) circuit model which may be applica-

ble for some substrate materials.’ However, the “crossed-

field” model was found to be best for characterizing

transducers on YZ lithium niobate and is mathemati-

cally simpler to use.

Since a dispersive transducer is not periodic, the basic

‘i unit cell” or “section” consists of the region of length L

in Fig. 2(a), which corresponds to half the unit cell used

in [7]. Furthermore, it is assumed that the static ca-

pacitance of the entire transducer is given by the sum

of the nearest neighbor capacitances. This assumption

has been verified experimentally [7] for periodic trans-

ducers and its validity in the dispersive case should re-

quire only that the dimensions L, L,, ,L vary slowly

from section to section.

Each section of the dispersive transducer is repre-

sented by the Mason equivalent circuit slhown in Fig. 3.

In contrast with the periodic transducer model, different

values of the circuit ele,ments must be used for different

1 This model is used for the circuit model analysis described in [1].
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electrodes in the transducer. The terminal variables el,

ez represent acoustic forces while il and iz are the cor-

responding particle velocities. The static electrode ca-

pacitance of the nth section2 is given by [8]

%<,,,,33 K(qn)
c. =

2 K(qn’)
(1)

where W. is the acoustic aperture, ell and ~aaare the di-

electric tensor components of the substrate, and E is

the Jacobian complete elliptic integral of the first kind

with q.= sin (7r-L,J2LJ and g.’= (1 —q~2)l’2. Note that

C. is an increasing function of the electrode width-to-

spacing ratio L.n/Ln. Thus, in a dispersive comb which

has constant electrode width, the high-frequency elec-

trodes contribute more capacitance as they are more

closely spaced.

The acoustic wave propagation in the nth section is

represented by a transmission line whose characteristic

impedance ZO corresponds to the mechanical impedance

of the substrate which is taken to be the same in all

sections.3 ZO may be specified as unity without loss of

generality since the electroacoustic transformer (de-

scribed below) will always give the appropriate coupling

to the electric circuit. The acoustic transit angle of the

nth section is

0. = 7rf/f. (2)

where fn is the synchronous frequency defined in terms

of velocity and L. as

f. = v/2Ln. (3)

The acoustic aperture W. may in general be a function

of n, and as such defines an apodized transducer. Indeed,

the potential for designing dispersive filters with spectral

weighting that is controlled by a prescribed W. function

is a major advantage of acoustic surface-wave devices.

A simple configuration which has been frequently used

for constructing apodized combs is shown in Fig. 4(a).

As demonstrated in [6], this geometry can lead to sur-

face waves which are not straight-crested, resulting in

significant degradation of transducer performance. As

shown there, however, this problem can be corrected by

designing the comb with added passive electrodes as

shown in Fig. 4(b). In this paper we assume that apodized

combs are constructed as in Fig. 4(b), so that it is un-

necessary to account for nonplane wave fronts in the

anal ysis.

The basic aim of this paper is to accommodate un-

equal apertures into the circuit model in such a way that

a design prescription is obtained for apodized trans-

ducers. Spectral weighting by means of apodization is

possible primarily because the apertures W. control the

electroacoustic coupling via the transformer ratios r.

ZHenceforth the subscript n refers to quantities of the tith sec-
tion.

3 In Section IV we consider different values of ZOfor the metallized
and unmetallized r@ons and discuss the significance and conse-
quences of this modification.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Electrode configuration of apodized dispersive transducers.
(a) Uncorrected comb. (b) Comb corrected with “dummy”

electrodes to produce straight-crested surface waves.

shown in Fig. 3. The transformer ratio is given by

–– [K$(Z:)I
7. = (— 1) ’/2f.cJPzo (4)

I_ 11(g.) J

where k2 is the surface-wave electromechanical coupling

constant. The elliptic integrals given in this equation

and in (1) ensure that the effective electroacoustic cou-

pling maximizes for L.= L, and varies with stripe-to-gap

ratio as described in [8]. Note, however, that the acous-

tic wave impedance 20 has the same value in the Mason

circuits of all electrodes. This is appropriate because

apodization weights the electroacoustic coupling but

does not introduce any steps in the acoustic wave im-

pedance which would cause acoustic reflections.

The value of rn given by (4) is proportional to wnl 12

and is used throughout the remainder of this paper. As

such, it is applicable to delay lines and filters constructed

with two identically apodized transducers in which most

of the transduction at an operating frequency f=fn is

accomplished by those electrodes of aperture w=w~.

This condition is satisfied by the experimental trans-

ducers described in this paper since the apertures W. do

not vary appreciably over the region where the elec-

trodes are synchronous with the acoustic wave to within

approximately one half wavelength. Under this condi-

tion, the analysis of this paper yields virtually the same

results as the multiple acoustic channel model described

in [1 ]. When the apertures vary appreciable y among the

synchronous electrodes, the results may differ signifi-

cantly so that the multichannel model is most appropri-

ate for analysis even though it does not give a design

prescription. Since both [1 ]A and the present model ig-

nore diffraction, the ultimate test of either model is

experimental verification.

By implementing filters with one apodized transducer

and one unanodized transducer, the present model can

be extended to cases requiring that the transducer aper-

4 Reference [1] finds an asymmetry in power flow with respect to

the two acoustic ports (directions). This is a consequence of using

the “in-line” Mason circuit model, and not because of using multiple

acoustic channels in the analysis. This is an important difference

between the “crossed-f$ld” and “in-line” models when used for large

combs and the appropriate model depends on the substrate material.

See [7] and [10] for further details.
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Fig. 5. Cascading configuration of single-electrode circuits to
obtain a network for the N-electrode transducer.

tures vary appreciably over the region of synchronous

electrodes. To accomplish this it is necessary to modify

the analysis of this paper to account for the fact that

part of the acoustic beam will “miss” the narrower elec-

trodes of the apodized transducer. This can be accom-

plished by substituting Y.’. (wJw~J 112 for r~’ in (17)

and the ensuing results below. Filters of this type will

be described in a subsequent paper.

A schematic three-port representation of a multielec-

trode interdigital transducer is shown in Fig. 5. This

block diagram illustrates the manner in which the N

Mason circuits for individual electrodes must be inter-

connected to give an equivalent circuit for the entire

transducer. This circuit includes the electric and acous-

tic interactions among all the electrodes in the trans-

ducer and is the circuit to be used in the three-port

analysis for calculating transfer properties. Ea and 13 are

electric terminal variables, while El, Ez again represent

acoustic forces and 11, 12 are particle velocities at the

ends of the array.

The transducer may be characterized by the network

admittance coefficients Yii, defined by

(5)
j=l

It is assumed that the transducer is internally lossless,5

so that the Y~j are purely imaginary. Using the admit-

tance coefficients, the scattering and transmission char-

acteristics of a transducer can be completely determined

upon specification of the electric and acoustic terminal

conditions. Fig. 6(a) and (b) illustrates transducer cir-

cuits corresponding to launching and reception, respec-

tively, of acoustic waves. In the launch case the emerg-

ent acoustic waves are assumed to be absorbed without

reflection from the ends ‘of the substrate. This condition

is represented by a ‘(matched” termination ZO on each

acoustic port. In the receive case the acoustic ports are

again assumed to be matched and the electric port

termination is purely resistive.

It is convenient to define a set of complex transfer

functions Tij by

(6)

where Ei is the “voltage” of the transmitted or reflected

s Bulk wave excitation, ohmic losses, and propagation loss within
the transducer are assumed to be negligible.

‘“$!iq‘RANsDu
GL

u

t Ym

‘E9-

(a)

I I I
1

44PORT 3
(ELECTRIC)

Fig. 6. Block diagram of launching and receiving transducer con-
figurations. (a) Transducer with electric generator at port 3.
(b) Transducer with acoustic generator at port 1.

wave delivered to a load G, at port i when a Th6venin

generator of voltage Ej and series conductance GI drives

the transducer at portj. These functions are normalized

so that the power scattering coefficients are

where Pi is the power transmitted or reflected from port

i and (Pav,,l), is the power available from a matched

generator at port j. Thus pii is the fraction of power

reflected when power is incident at port i, and Pij (i #j)

is the fraction of power transmitted from port i when

power is incident at port j. By reciprocity T,i = Tli and

Pi, = P,!. For convenience! power ratios are usually given
in decibels and thus we define scattering loss in deci-

bels by

Lij = – 10 logul (p,,) (dB). (8)

The two scattering quantities of greatest interest in

delay lines and filters are the electroacoustic transfer

functions TU and T2S and acoustic reflection 10SS (LII

or LZJ. Throughout this paper, the expressions which

appear for Tij, ~ij, and Lii refer to the circuits of Fig. 6.

Since dispersive transducers are not periodic, it is not

possible to write simple expressions for the admittance

coefficients Y~$ of the entire transducer. However, evalu-

ation of the Y;i is straightforward with the aid of a

digital computer program which makes use of the yij

coefficients of each electrode and the interconnection

recursion relations given in Appendix A. In spite of the

necessity of appealing to electronic computers to obtain

explicit evaluation of the admittance coefficients, the

“crossed-field” model can be effectively employed to

explain, without computation, the salient features of dis-

persive transducer performance and design.
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III. TRANSDUCER DESIGN

The problem of synthesizing electrical filters may be

stated in terms of a desired transfer function

H(t) =E(j)exp [@(j)]. (9)

This form is often used for lumped-element filters de-

signed from the viewpoint of weighting the spectral

components of a signal. The same problem may be posed

in an alternate fashion by specifying the desired impulse

response

h(t) = e(t) exp [j@(t)] (lo)

which is the Fourier transform of ~(~). The latter form

has found wide usage for distributed circuits involving

time delay such as radar pulse compression and expan-

sion filters.

Here we address the design problem by using the cir-

cuit model to determine the electrode positions (t.) and

apodization (wJ which specify the best transducer de-

sign for generating the specified signal. In developing

the design procedure we find it convenient to utilize

both forms, lit(f) and k(t), for the desired signal.” Because

the circuit model analysis is developed in the frequency

domain, the design problem is conveniently stated as

Tla(j)

or 1 ~ const H(t) (11)

T23(f)j -

where TN and TM are the transfer functions defined in

(6). However, the resultant design formulas will be ex-

pressed in terms of h(t) because a transducer essentially

takes time samples of a waveform. Each electrode cor-

responds to a well-defined temporal position on the sub-

strate, but is capable of coupling electric and acoustic

signals over a range of frequencies. Consequently, when

a transducer transfer function lI@ is specified, it is first

necessary to calculate the associated time response h(t)

by a Fourier transformation.

We begin by deriving a convenient formula for TIs(~).

An important quantity which arises in the calculation

of T1s(~) is the electric input admittance Yin diagramed

in Fig. 6(a). When using the crossed-field model, it is

convenient to separate Yin into the electrostatic capaci-

tive susceptance in parallel with an acoustically gen-

erated radiation admittance, viz,

Yi. = Yrad + ~zrfCT. (12)

An explicit formula for Yra,d appears in Appendix B.

With the choice of a convenient reference frequency jo,

a dimensionless radiation admittance can be defined by

Ymd(j) = Q. ‘r.d(f)/2TfocT’ (13)

GHenceforth we assume that the desired signal, ET(j) or h(t),
refers to one transducer; the desired transfer functions for the two
transducers in a filter must b: chos~n such that their product equals
the desired fitter transfer function. It 1s assumed that @I1<<l and @<<l.

where

Q,= 2~j&/Re [yr.d(jO)] (14)

is called the “radiation Q.” We also define a load Q by

QL = 2rfoC./GL (15)

and introduce a normalization for the transformer turn

ratios (4), given by

It is shown in Appendix B that I T2SI = ] T,, I and

(16)

that

where t.specifies the temporal position of the nth elec-

trode. In this form, TIS is normalized such that I T13 I Z

= pm while y,~d and the sum in the numerator have

magnitude near unity. The parameter Q, is inversely

proportional to the coupling constant (kz) of the piezo-

electric substrate and also depends on the transducer

geometry. In general, the complexity of the function

Y,.d requires that Q, be calculated by evaluating Y.ad

on a computer. However, under certain conditions the

transducer may be viewed approximately as a smaller

periodic transducer centered at the synchronous elec-

trodes [11 ], thus allowing hand-calculated estimates of

Q,. In most broad-band transducers, Q,>>l on even the

strongest coupling piezoelectric substrates.

The load Q(QL) is controlled by the impedance level

of the external electric networks and by the acoustic

apertures insofar as they determine the transducer

capacitance CT. Maximizing the transducer efficiency

(PIJ calls for

(18)

since we have assumed a resistive electric termination.

Low values of Q~ (QL < 1) tend to lower the transducer

efficiency (PIJ and cause the transducer to pass, undis-

turbed, a large fraction of incident surface-wave power

(i.e., large PI,; small I%,, @M). This situation is desirable

for applications which require weakly coupled tapping

transducers with low multiple echo levels. When Q~<<l,

the circuit model results reduce to those which can be

predicted by weak-coupling theories that ignore interac-

tions between electrodes. Large values of Q~ (QL > 1)

cause the transducer to reflect acoustic energy (i. e., PII

and PZZ approach unity) and should, therefore, generally

be avoided. The choice of a value for QL is the first step

in transducer design. Since in practice the admittance

(GL) of the electric loads is usually fixed, the chosen
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value of QL will dictate the required total capacitance

(CT) determining thereby the scale factor for the aper-

tures (w.).

The most important application of (17) is the de-

termination of electrode positions (t.) and apertures

(w. a (Y~’)z) for solving the waveform design problem

posed in (11). In carrying out this design, we neglect in

(17) the term (Q~/Q,) y,..(j) since, in most cases,

I (QL/Qr)Y,~,(f) [ <<] l+jQL(j/jo) 1. We first rearrange

(17) to define a new transfer function

‘13(f)=“’(f’(l+’Q’i)

This leads to a restatement of the design problem

T18(f) = const R(f) (20)

where ~(~) is the Fourier transform of a new time signal

L(t), defined in terms of h(t) by

QL
k(t) = h(t) + — h(t)

21rjo

{[

QL ;(t) 2 + Q’

H

2

11
1/2

—— e(t) + —
2Tf o

— e(t)~(t)
27i-fo

{
. exp jd(t) + j tan–l

[

QLe(t)@(t)

2~foe(t) + QL4(t) 1}(21)

where the dot notation is employed for differentiation

with respect to time. The motivation for this re-

statement lies in the form of the right-hand side

of (19). Appendix C shows, for a general time signal

b(t) = a(t) exp [jO(t) ], that

sm

da(t)exp [jO(t)]~ {8[O(t)– (n + *)T]
—co n=l

+ c3[O(t) – (w – *)T] } exp [–j2rjt]

when a(t) and O(t) are smooth functions of f and

@(tn)= mr, 7Z=1,2, . . ..IV. (23)

Therefore, the right-hand side of (22) gives the spectrum

obtained by sampling a time signal b(t) at times t such

that O(t)= (n~ l/2)r. Applying this result to sample

k(t)gives a spectrum which may be identified with the

right-hand side of (19), thus determining t.and m’. This

leads to the electrode positioning formula

{

(&(k)d(k)
@(tn) + tan–l

)
= ?lm,

2mfoe(t.) + QL&(t.)

The coefficients Y%’ are identified as

(- 1)’

{[

QL 2
Ynt = const ————

f.
e(tn) + — L(tn)

27rjo 1
+ QL

[

2

]}

1/2

— e(t.)~(tn)
2m-jo

(25)

where we note that f. defined in (3), also corresponds to

{
jn = ~ j 4($ + tan-’ [ ‘Le(t)o(t) ‘]} .

2TjOe(t) + QL2(t)-
(26)

t=t“

By using (1), (4), and (1,6) we can specify the actual

apertures W. rather than the coefficients rm~, viz.,

f. -3 K(qn)K(qn’)

() {[
e(tn) + ‘:-i(t) ‘wn=A —

fo [q-1/2)~ 27rf0 n 1
+ QL

[–

2

27rfo
ecu, 1}

where K (g.’) and K(qJ are defined in coni unction

(27)

with

(1). The ~onstant A k most easily evaluated by requir-

ing that the total capacitance (G) satisfy (15), since

GL and QL are presumed to have been specified at the

outset. Equations (24) and (27) indicate that both the

electrode positions and apertures required to produce

the waveform h(t) will in principle depend on the ex-

ternal electric circuit via the load parameter QL.

It is of particular interest to specialize the design for-

mulas to the problem of producing the linear FM

waveform

‘(’) ‘e@ex$2(f0’+R)l

with

{

1, ]t] <T/2
e(t) =

O, ltl >T/2,
(28)

The parameter A is the bandwidth and fo the center

frequency of the chirped signal. Since d(f)= O and ~(t)

= 2r(~0+ (A/ T)t), the electrodes must have the tem-

poral positions t.determined from (24) by

2“(f’t+3+tan-1 {Hfo+w

() N
—— %—— ‘T, n=1,2, . . ..N. (29)

2

The term – N7r/2 on the right-hand side of (29) has

been added because the signal specified by (28) is

centered about t = O. The apertures (w.) ;are given from

(27) by

“A(:)3[1+(QL%YI%:::$) ’30)7z=1,2, .o. ,N. (24)
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where

&=l+At.[~ r QL ? ---

fo foT 1
fll ‘0T 2++Q++HU

Inasmuch as

cj(tn)
l+;+=—

21rfo

it is easily seen that

provided

Q.L ; <<1.

Subject to this condition, w. assumes the form

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

and the relative positions of the electrodes, as deter-

mined by (24), differ negligibly from those specified by

the classical linear FM prescription

.7

27rfOtn+ ~ ~ = m + const. (35)

The ratio of elliptic integrals K(qn)K(g.’)/K(2 –vz) z may

be replaced by unity if the electrodes are fabricated such

that L,. =Lgm. Thus when the condition (33) is satisfied,

the parameter Q~ has little effect on the electrode posi-

tions, but it is important in the aperture design.

In order to demonstrate the use of the design proce-

dure developed here we consider the linear FM wave-

form (28) with T=l.05 ,US, jo=100 MHz, and A=46.7

MHz. These parameters correspond to experimental

transducers described in Section V. The Fourier trans-

form of (28) is the desired function in the frequency

domain, and is given by

mf) = /;l [Z(U2) – 2(241)]

. exp
[

–j7r : (f – fo) 2
1

(36)

where Z(u) is the complex Fresnel integral and

U1,2 =
-2(f-fJ4& /: ’37)

The foregoing analysis indicates that the optimum

transducer for generating the signal specified by (28) or

its equivalent, (36), should be designed according to

0

2

4

6

I

<:

<
75 so 85 90 s ,W ,rx ,;0 ,,5 ,;0 ,A

FREQUENCY [MHz)

Fig. 7. Comparison of circuit model response Ll, of an apodized
linear FM transducer to the exact linear FM spectrum. Dashed
curves—linear FM spectrum – 10 logl~ IH(j) /Z. Solid curves—
I& from circuit model.

(29) and (30) or, to an excellent approximation, accord-

ing to (34) and (35). Consequently, we have carried out

the design for three different combinations of QL and Qr,

using (34) and (35). Fig. 7 compares the desired transfer

function, – 10 Ioglo 1.H(j) 12 (dashed curve, three copies),

to L13 (solid curves). The solid and dashed curves are

superimposed in each case by renormalizing Lla.

Case A (QL =0.1, Q, =8.5) assumes a YZ lithium

niobate substrate but, because QL = 0.1, the coupling is

weak. In (17) the term (QL/Q,)y,2d(~) is negligible con-

sistent with the design procedure. The anodization, from

(34), is wn ~~.–3 to an excellent approximation. Curve A

shows that L13 is very nearly identical to the desired

transfer function. The small differences between the

solid and dashed curves arise from comparing the spec-

trum of a continuous waveform to the sampling effected

by a transducer.

Case B (QL = 1.0, Q,= 170) is designed to illustrate the

accuracy of the approximations (34) and (35) for the

value of QL which minimizes insertion loss. In order to

maintain the condition I (QL/Q,) y,.d($) \ <<1, we as-

sumed a YX quartz substrate, giving Q, = 170. Conse-

quently, the agreement between Llz and the desired

transfer function is almost as good in curve B as in the

previous design (curve A). The main difference in L13 is

that the small amplitude ripples of frequency= 1 MHz

are slightly skewed so as to be larger at the low-fre-

quency end of the passband. This phenomenon is at-

tributed to use of the approximations (34) and (35) in

place of (29) and (30) when the condition (33) is only

marginally satisfied.

Case C illustrates the additional error incurred when
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Fig. 8. Mason equivalent circuit for the crossed-field model of one
electrode, including an acoustic impedance discontinuity.

the term (Q~/Qr)yr.d(j) is not negligible in (17). The

parameters Q1 =1, Q,= 8.5 correspond to a l’Z lithium

niobate substrate with the transducers loaded for mini-

mum insertion loss. The result of neglecting (Q~/Qr)yr.d

in the design is that a ramp appears on Lls, giving higher

transducer efficiency at the high-frequency end of the

passband. Inasmuch as LN tapers by only 0.5 dB over

the operating bandwidth, we consider the design proce-

dure to be quite accurate for QL/Q, ~ 0.1. For larger

values of this ratio, the design procedure is still useful

for obtaining preliminary designs which can be itera-

tively corrected to account for the term (QL/Q.)Yra~(j)

in (17).

IV. ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE DISCONTINUITY

CAUSED BY METAL ELECTRODES

The preceding section describes the design of surface-

wave transducers which give specified time waveforms.

It shows that the design procedure may be applied to

strong as well as weak-coupling piezoelectrics. In this

section the basic transducer circuit model is extended to

include the presence of the metal electrodes. When the

effects described herein are significant, the preceding

design formalism may also require modification. The

extension described in this section is for purposes of

analysis rather than design.

When a surface acoustic wave passes under an inter-

digital transducer, it encounters discontinuities in elastic

and electrical properties as it traverses alternately

metallized and unmetallized regions [12], [13]. For very

thin electrodes, the primary source of discontinuity is

the shorting of the tangential electric field by the metal,

which lowers the acoustic velocity as discussed in [9]

and [14]. Thicker electrodes also influence the elastic

properties [15 ], [16] and introduce dispersion in the

metallized regions. In order to estimate the effects of the

discontinuities, the Mason circuit described in Section

II is modified as shown in Fig. 8. The metallized region

is represented by an acoustic transmission line of imped-

ance Z~, and transit angle *. = 2~.fL../vm, where v~ is

the acoustic velocity in the metallized region.7 Each

7 As a first-order approximation:, the f act tha t ZJmis dispersive
when the metallized region is of fimte thickness has been neglected.

unelectroded portion has impedance 20 and transit angle

~~ = Tf&Jvo, where vo is the surface-wave velocity of the

unmetallized region. The total transit angle, #n+ 24.,

corresponds to the single angle 0. in the simple circuit

of Fig. 3. No distinction is made in the turns ratios of

the three transformers, all of which are given by (4).

The defining equation for the synchronous frequency

of the nth section becomes

(38)

The difference in acoustic velocities between metal-

lized and unmetallized regions has little direct signifi-

cance, because one can always adjust the values of Lo.,

L,n to obtain any desired acoustic transit angles +., &

In doing so, the effect on the electrostatic capacitance

contribution C. is small. The most important result is

that the difference between Z~ and ZO causes reflections

of acoustic waves at the electrode-gap boundaries. Al-

though these reflections are small for any single elec-

trode, the reflections of many electrodes can add in

phase to give a strong total reflection in a large array.

This effect has received notable attention in the litera-

ture with regard to surface-wave gratings [17], passive

delay lines [18 ], and phase-coded surface-wave delay

lines [19].

To a large extent, surface-wave efforts have been

concentrated at frequencies below a few hundred mega-

hertz where the electrodes are sufficiently thin that the

shorting of the tangential electric field is the principal

cause of impedance discontinuity. In a rigorous analysis

of surface waves in anisotropic media, it is not generally

possible to define a scalar wave impedance in keeping

with a transmission line characterization of wave propa-

gation. Nevertheless, we have made an assumption

which is a logical extension of the olne-dimensional

crossed-field model, namely that we can use a scalar

acoustic impedance which is proportional to the surface-

wave velocity. 8 Thus for the transducers considered in

this paper we have taken

20 1
~=_= Y~l+. k2.

Zm v. 2
(39)

Note that the impedance discontinuity is proportional

to the electromechanical coupling constant.

When the impedance discontinuity is included in the

crossed-field Mason circuits of dispersive transducers,

the principal results are as follows.

1) Introduction of acoustic directivit,y so that

@I # P3z and PI, # PZZ.

2) Increase in magnitude of 011 and p,,, thus increas-

ing the level of multiple transit echoes in delay lines (or,

8 This assumption is consistent with a definition that is basic to
the original bulk wave derivation of the crossed-field Mason circuit,
namely that acoustic wave impedance is equal to mass density
times acoustic velocity.
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equivalently, increasing the level of ripple on the delay

line spectrum). The impedance discontinuity often gives

the dominant contribution to 411 and @

3) Introduction of additional ripple on the Pi~ trans-

fer functions of a single transducer, usually to a lesser

degree than the increase of multiple transit ripple previ-

ously mentioned.

In short arrays the above effects are usually small.

However, an example of a practical device where the

impedance discontinuity is critically important is a

highly dispersive filter with a compression ratio on the

order of 1000 fabricated on a high-coupling piezoelectric

material. Accordingly, we have computed the insertion

loss function of such a filter configured with two identi-

cal linear FM transducers, each having 3601 electrodes.

The two transducers are positioned as mirror images

with the high-frequency ends closest together. The de-

sired time signal is essentially that given by (28) with

~o =300 MHz, A = 120 MHz, and T=6 ps. However, we

specify a modified envelope function

1

1, ItI<;

I .

Io, It]>+
( L

which tapers smoothly to zero at the ends of the time

interval corresponding to the transducer length. This

envelope taper helps suppress the Fresnel ripples which

would appear on the transfer function TU of linear FM

transducers designed for a rectangular envelope as in

(28). The suppression of these ripples is often desirable

in pulse compression applications.

For comparison, two substrate materials were con-

sidered: YZ ( Y-cut, Z-propagating) lithium niobate

(strong coupling) and YX quartz (weak coupling). In

both cases the aperture and electric load were chosen to

give Q~ = 1, thereby maximizing flu.

The electrode positions were chosen according to (35)

inasmuch as this design results in little error in the trans-

fer function (cf., Fig. 7) even when (33) is only margi-

nally satisfied. The apertures were specified according

to (27) and it was noted that for this design the term

QLi(t.) /2@0 is negligible. The ratio of elliptic integrals

K(gn)K(qn’)/K(2–1f~)2 in (27) is unity, since the electrode

and gap widths were chosen to give L.. = Lg..

Remembering that the design equations in Section 11 I

are based on the assumption I (QL/Qr)Yr.~(f) I <<

] 1 +.iQL(f/fo) 1, we note that this condition is quite well

satisfied for quartz (Q,= 120). It is also rather well satis-

fied for lithium niobate but, with Q,~6, the term

(QL/Q~)Y,~d(~) in (17) gives rise to a slight error. In

order to achieve a flat spectrum, a small correction was

made to the w,, to account for the y,ad(~) term computed

for the design described by (34). This resulted in an
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of two transducers in a conventional
delay line or filter configuration.
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Fig. 10. Computed insertion loss for a 1000:1 linear FM dispersive
filter demonstrating the effect of acoustic impedance discontinuities.

anodization law for the lithium niobate filter given by

W. = woe(tm) (jJjO)-’[l.32 + (0.52 + 0.48jJjo)’]. (41)

Using a computer program based on the circuit model

and the block diagram of Fig. 9, we have evaluated the

insertion loss function of the two-transducer filter. In

the computation, the unelectroded delay region between

transducers has zero length although in an actual device

some separation is needed to suppress electromagnetic

feedthrough between the transducers. Acoustic propa-

gation loss has been neglected in the calculation. The

results, for both lithium niobate and quartz, are shown

in Fig. 10.

Curve A shows the insertion loss function of the l’Z

lithium niobate filter. The impedance discontinuity

parameter, from (39), is ~ = 1.022.9 AJthough the inser-

tion loss averages only 12 dB with a generally rectangu-

lar envelope, a very serious triple-transit ripple appears

g The assumed value of kz, 0.044, is about 10 percent lower than
that calculated in [9], and as such, is consistent with measurements of
periodic transducers on YZ lithium niobate [7].
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Fig. 11. Nondispersive delay line configuration using identical dispersive transducers.

on the insertion loss function. It is clear that this ripple

is due to the triple-transit phenomenon: First, the calcu-

lation yielded the additional information 2L11 = 5 dB,

and second, curve B shows the relatively smooth inser-

tion loss function (Lsl) of a single transducer. It is

equally clear that the triple-transit echoes are caused

almost entirely by the acoustic impedance discontinu-

ities of the electrodes. When the calculation was re-

peated with r set equal to unity, thereby ignoring the

impedance discontinuities, we obtained the filter inser-

tion loss function shown in curve C. The remaining

triple-transit ripples are discernible only on the ex-

panded scale. The triple-transit suppression for ~ = 1 is

2LII=40 dB.

Comparison of curves A and C shows a second phe-

nomenon caused by the impedance discontinuities. The

average insertion loss with the impedance discontinu-

ities present (curve A) is some 6 dB lower. This is be-

cause the impedance discontinuities introduce direc-

tivity into the transducers, thus increasing the efficiency

of coupling to acoustic waves directed at the high-

frequency end. The large triple-transit ripples (curve A)

in the YZ lithium niobate filter are undesirable in many

applications. Use of a low-coupling YX quartz sub-

strate represents a method of sacrificing insertion 10SS

for increased triple-transit suppression, because the low

kz reduces the impedance discontinuity parameter to

t- = 1.0011. Curve D of Fig. 10 shows the insertion loss

function of a YX quartz filter. The insertion loss is in-

creased to 42 dB, but the triple-transit ripples are dis-

cernible only on the expanded scale. The computed

triple-transit suppression (including the impedance

discontinuities) is 2LH = 43 dB.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several experiments have been performed in order to

test the circuit model theory including anodization and

acoustic impedance discontinuity effects for nonperiodic

arrays. The first experiment was designed to test the

accuracy of the circuit model prediction for the charac-

teristics of an unanodized nonperiodic array.

A 10-ps delay line was fabricated using two identical

transducer arrays deposited in the nondispersive con-

figuration shown in Fig. 11. Each array contained 211

electrodes and, like the example discussed in Section III,
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Fig. 12. Insertion loss of a nondispersive delay line
with unanodized linear FM transducers.

was designed according to (35) with ‘T= 1.05 WS, f O

= 100 MHz, and A = 46.7 MHz. However, the trans-

ducers were unanodized with all w.= 0.62 mm, giving

QL = 1 with 50-K2 resistive “loads” (generator and re-

ceiver). Y-cut lithium niobate was employed as the

delay medium with surface-wave propagation along the

Z axis. The electrode width was fixed at L,= 8.7 ~m

along the entire array. The transducer patterns were

photoetched from 500-~ thick aluminum and contacted

using compression bonded gold leads. Reflectionless

acoustic terminations were implemented at the ends of

the substrate by rounding the corners in a fashion simi-

lar to that employed in a wrap-arouncl surface-wave

delay line [20 ], and roughening the back surface.

The theoretical insertion loss for the delay line was

computed for the same electrode spacings, dimensions,

and electrical loading conditions as implemented in the

measured line, except that no attempt was made to

include propagation losses or electrical conduction losses

in the theoretical curve. The experimental and theoret-

ical insertion loss data are plotted in Fig. 12. The agree-

ment between the measured and calculated curves is

seen to be very good except for an OVerdl difference of

approximately 3 dB. This difference in insertion loss

across the passband is attributed primarily to propaga-

tion attenuation plus a small contribution from the

electrical resistance of the arrays. Diffraction loss should

not contribute significantly since the output transducer

is well within the near-field region of the input trans-

ducer on YZ lithium niobate.
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Fig. 13. Photograph ofanapodized broad-band
linear FM transducer.

The measured triple-transit echo was 29 dB below the

main delayed signal at the midband frequency of 100

MHz. The value of triple-transit echo suppression which

was computed neglecting the electrode impedance dis-

continuity (but including 6 dB for the added propaga-

tion loss of the multiple echo) was 51 dB, in serious dis-

agreement with the experiment. When recomputed,

however, using an impedance discontinuity parameter

of ~ = 1.022, the resulting echo suppression was 28 dB,

in excellent agreement with the measured value. The

high echo suppression measured in this delay line is con-

sistent with a low level of “triple-transit ripple” on the

insertion loss function. Since this ripple is less than

0.6 dB (peak to peak) it is not shown in Fig. 12.

In order to test the circuit model predictions for an

apodized nonperiodic array, a nondispersive delay line

was fabricated in a similar configuration to that shown

in Fig. 11, but utilizing the heavily weighted 97 elec-

trode transducer pattern shown in Fig. 13. This line was

designed with a transducer anodization function which

suppresses Fresnel ripple and eliminates the insertion

loss taper that is characteristic of an unweighed trans-

ducer (see Fig. 12). The anodization is again obtained

from (27) using a tapered envelope similar to that speci-

fied in (40).

The electrodes were designed so that the electrode

width equaled the adj scent gap width (LO. = L,J
throughout these arrays. As shown in Fig. 13, passive

electrodes were included to obtain straight-crested

wavefronts [6]. The input and output transducers were

spaced to give an 11 .O-ps delay. Fabrication of the ar-

rays on YZ lithium niobate was quite similar to that de-

scribed above for the 40-percent bandwidth delay line.

The measured insertion loss for the apodized delay

line is compared with the circuit model calculations (in-

cluding an electrode impedance discontinuity parameter

~ = 1.022) in Fig. 14. Once again, no propagation, diffrac-

tion, or conduction losses are included in the computed

25 -
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;. 14. Comparison of computed and measured insertion loss for
an octave-bandwidth nondispersive delay line.

curve. The agreement between theory and experiment

is in general quite good. Two points of comparison do

require further discussion. First, there is a noticeable

insertion loss taper in the measured data across the

passband, which is not present in the computed curve.

Since the transducer operates over nearly a full octave,

it is reasonable to expect the acoustic propagation loss

to increase by at least a factor of two across the pass-

band. The difference in level and slope between the

theory and measurement can be described by the em-

pirical loss term

f

()
PL!% 0.18 —

fo
(dB/,us) (42)

where ~0 = 70 MHz. This loss is considered to be reason-

able for lithium niobate at low frequencies. Acoustic

losses in the electrodes and the possible excitation of

volume waves may also contribute to the total loss al-

though multiple-transit surface-wave echoes were the

only spurious delayed pulses observed. The second point

relates to the level of ‘( Fresnel” ripple at the low-fre-

quency edge of the passband. The measured ripple

amplitude in this region is approximately twice that

computed. This suggests that the efficiency of the

CCcosine squared” tapered electrodes at the low-fre-

quency end of the transducer does not decrease as a

smooth function. This behavior may signify that the

anodization approximation is breaking down in the low-

frequency region because the relative overlap of adja-

cent electrodes changes quite rapidly (cf., Fig. 13). On

the other hand, the analysis and associated anodization

technique appear to be valid over the remainder of the

delay-line passband where the electrode overlap changes

more slowly.

A sensitive test of the impedance discontinuity and

anodization aspects of the circuit model lies in the pre-

diction of the triple-transit echo level of the apodized

broad-band delay line. A comparison of the measured

and predicted echo level is shown in Fig. 15. When the

computed echo level is corrected to include three times

the propagation loss observed in Fig. 14, the agreement
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Fig. 15.. Comparison of computed and measured triple-transit echo
insertion loss for an octave-bandwidth nondispersive delay line.

between theory and experiment is excellent. It is also

quite clear that the echo level does not agree with the

value predicted when the electrode impedance discon-

tinuity is’ neglected in the computation.

In addition to confirming predictions of the circuit

model, the apodized broad-band delay-line performance

demonstrates the value of Section III for the design of

filters having specified bandshape characteristics.

AIwmmlx A

ADMITTANCE MATRIX OF A DISPERSIVE TRANSDUCER

Fig. 3 illustrates the crossed-field Mason circuit for one

electrode, neglecting the fact that the metallized and

unmetallized regions have slightly different acoustic

propagation characteristics. Defining the usual admit-

tance matrix yij for this electrode it= ~J.l yijej, we find

from circuit analysis yi, =y,i and, letting ZO = 1,

Yll = y22 = –j cot e

y12 = j Csc o

e
y13 = y23 = –jr tan ~

( o
y33 = .i

)

WC + 2r2 tan – .
2

(A-1)

In order to include the effects of surface metallization

on acoustic propagation, it is necessary to use the modi-

fied circuit of Fig. 8. This circuit subdivides the unit cell

into metallized and unmetallized regions having differ-

ent acoustic impedances and velocities. We can let ZO = 1

and Z~ = 1/r without loss of generality; we now find

from circuit analysis the more complicated admittance

coefficients

Yll = y22 = jd[c + e cot 4]

Y12 = jdr CSC2 ~ CSC +

y13 = y23 = –jr tan ~ – jabd csc @

469

y’3=’{2rfc+2”(a+ ’tan:)

+ ~ (1 + b’d)
c }

(A-2)

where a, b, G, d, and e are auxiliary functicms of I/J and 6,

given by

( +4
a=r rtan–+tan–

2 2)

b=cot@+rcot~

c= Tcot$+cots#l

d = (c cot@ – e)-l

and

e = T(T — cot@ cot #). (A-3)

The structure of an entire transducer array is repre-

sented by interconnecting the Mason circuits as shown

in the block diagram of Fig. 5. We cascade terminals 1

of section n into terminals 2 of section (n+ 1) and con-

nect all sets of terminals 3 in parallel. The alternating

electric polarities of successive sections are accounted

for by Y.. We define “cumulative” ~ij(n) ~coeficients by

jjij(l) = y;,(l) (A-4)

and, for n >1, the recursion relations

,fi, _ Jyw’
yll —

D

–y1&l@w12@-1)
—

D

,n_l, _ g12(~-’w
722

D“

~ti) _ y12@)y’
y13 —

D

923

,n_,, _ jh2@1)Y’

D

y33(n)+ ~33(n_,) (Y’)2

D

jji, = jjji (A-5)

where

D = y22(”) + jll(’–l) (A-6)

and

y’ = y23(n) + jj,3(n-1). (A-7)

The Y~, coefficients of an N-section transducer are of

course just equal to ~i)(~).
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APPENDIX B

TRANSFER FUNCTION OF A TRANSDUCER

This appendix derives the transfer function
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of a

transducer described by the circuit model discussed in

Section II. The desired transfer function is

2 J%
T,,(f) = —

~ -ZOGL E,
(B-1)

which obtains when the transducer is connected as in

Fig. 6(a). We first calculate the ratio El/Es, which corre-

sponds to finding El when an ideal voltage generator

(GL = m ) is connected to port 3. By inspecting the trans-

ducer circuit (Fig. 5) and letting each of the N unit

cells have the form shown in Fig. 3, we see that a short

circuit on the electric port causes the acoustic trans-

mission lines to pass acoustic waves without reflection.

With the Mason transformers shorted, the acoustic

transmission lines are completely decoupled from the

electric circuit. Thus the N electrodes behave as a set of

noninteracting acoustic sources or receivers, and for the

launch transducer case we can find the acoustic force

(EJ by summing (with appropriate phasors) the acous-

tic stress amplitudes generated at the N electrodes.

In order to find the stress amplitude generated by

one electrode, we use the yij coefficients given by (A-1)

and place matched acoustic loads (Z. = 1) on the acous-

tic ports of the one-electrode Mason circuit (Fig. 3). We

thus find that the nth electrode launches acoustic stress

waves in both directions, whose acoustic force (referred

to the electrode center) is

()~f
F. = jE3r. sin – — .

2 f.
(B-2)

Multiplying F. by the phasor exp ( –j2rftJ corresponds

to propagation to the end of the transducer (i.e., to port

1 or

total

In

2) where all the waves are summed to yield the

acoustic force El, namely,

N

()~f
El = jE~ ~ r. sin – — exp ( –j2mftJ.

2 f.
(B-3)

n= 1

order to find the desired transfer function TIB(f)

we must recognize that E3 +Eg when a real generator

(finite GJ is used. However, we note that

GL
E3 = Eg

GL + vi.(f)
(B-4)

where Yin(f) is the transducer input admittance, given

by

Yin(f) = ‘jbcT + Yrad(f ). (B-5)

~rad (f) is the radiation admittance, defined in terms of

Equations (B-1) through (B-6) can be combined

directly to give an expression for Tlj(f), but the most

useful form results if we also employ the quantities Q~,

QL, ?.’, and y=~d defined in section III. Straightforward

substitution gives the desired result

Because of the way the acoustic forces (B-2) add to give

El (B-3), it follows that I Ez I = I Ell , and thus I TISI

=lTnl.

APPENDIX C

SPECTRUM OF A SAMPLED TIME WAVEFORM

Consider the time signal

g(t) = a(t) exp [jO(t)] (c-l)

sampled as in the left-hand side of (22) in Section II 1.

The Fourier transform (spectrum) of the sampled ver-

sion of this signal is given by

G(f) = ~ m ~ a(t) exp ~o(t)] {ti[o(t) – (n+ ~)m]
—m?l=l

+ 6 [O(t) – (n – ~)~] } exp (–j2mft) dt

=5{a(tn+lJ exp [j(n + *)T — j27rftn+1/2 1

n= 1 e(tn+l,2)

a(tn–li.J exp [j(n — *)T — j27rft._l/2]
+

o(tn_l,2) }
(c-2)

where

0(%+1/2) = (?’2 * +)7. (c-3)

G(f) may be simplified by assuming that g(t), a(t), and

e(t) are slowly varying. Pursuant to this assumption we

expand O(t)and t.and obtain

is the instantaneous frequency.

These approximations, together with

enable us to write

(C-4)

(c-5)

a(tnil/J ga(tn),
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The factor sin ((7/2) (~/~.)) is a direct consequence of

sampling according to (C-2), which corresponds to the

correct representation of the crossed-field circuit model

by delta-function samples.
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